A choice of sequence-structure similarity scoring function parameters can significantly alter results of the performance of the recognition of distantly related folds. It therefore constitutes a critical part of fold recognition process. In order to increase an understanding of the influence of parameter choice, a comprehensive benchmark of very hard (SFOLD) and medium hard (SFAM) fold recognition examples has been derived from the SCOP database of protein structure families. These benchmarks have subsequently been used to optimize, validate and analyze dependence of recognition sensitivity on alignment and fold similarity score parameters for different scoring functions. Significant variation of the common parameters has been observed for different functions, leading to the conclusion that optimal parameter sets are not universal. The scope of solutions common to any pair of scoring function is relatively small, hence, using jury method for fold prediction seems not appropriate. Also, using a redundant version of fold libraries significantly increases odds of identification of distantly related fold.
Introduction

Twilight zone challenge
The number of available sequence entries in the public databases increased dramatically in recent years. Around 50% of the new sequences may have an already existing relative, but less than half can be assigned a putative structure or function based on their similarity to other, already well annotated proteins. Established procedures of sequence data mining are usually based on straightforward sequence similarity screening using e.g. the BLAST 1 or FASTA 2 programs. The major obstacle to the sequence similarity approach to identifying distantly related folds is dubbed the twilight zone 3 of protein similarity and is customarily located around 20-30% of the pairwise protein sequence identity computed for optimal alignment. Beyond the twilight zone of protein similarity, assignment based on sequence similarity become statistically marginal 4 . The new generation of sequence similarity based algorithms [5] [6] [7] [8] , based on creation and comparison of sequence family models rather that a single sequence, can vastly expand the reach of the sequence based method pushing the twilight zone limits down. However, with the increasing gap between the number of available protein sequences and the number of structural or functional annotations of those sequences, there is a need for the algorithms that increase even more protein structure recognition sensitivity.
Recently, a subclass of hybrid threading algorithms [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] based on the sequence similarity augmented by structural information has been widely used to venture into the twilight zone limit. Methods using predicted secondary structure and predicted buried-exposed patterns matching structural information available from PDB 22 guide the sequence-structure alignment. Fischer and Eisenberg 9 have proposed a gain/penalty for secondary structure match/mismatch in addition to sequence similarity scoring, while Rice and Eisenberg 10 have used predicted secondary structure combined with a sequence-structure scoring matrix. Rost et al. 11 have used predicted secondary structure and per residue solvent accessibility to construct a local assignment profile. They reported a significant improvement of fold recognition performance when sequence similarity score was added to their scoring system. Recently, Hargbo and Elofsson 14 combined hidden Markov protein family models with the secondary structure scoring function and evaluated a number of various strategies for fold recognition. They reported the somewhat puzzling conclusion that using hidden Markov models did not lead to increased fold recognition performance, compared to a pairwise sequence scoring, which they attributed to a poor quality of HMMs they used.
The lower bound of the twilight zone of sequence homology detection has been estimated to be around 15% 15 based on the analysis of random distribution of pair sequence identities. However, the methods based on the predicted structural features often fail to identify relatives with even higher percent identity due to the large number of false positive solutions. When the reasoning based on the single score paradigm is inconclusive, a complementary approach can be used based on the analysis of a posteriori alignment scores 15 . Applications of the multiple scores paradigm has been shown to work well for difficult examples in CASP3 probe 16 and recently has led to the identification of a novel member of a importin family in Drosophila and human 17 . However, so far the a posteriori scores analysis is based on the human perception rather than being automated. Increased size of the benchmark containing difficult prediction examples will be used to construct an automated strategy of fold prediction.
Parameter choice significantly affects twilight zone performance
Sequence similarity based algorithms and their threading extensions are heavily influenced by parameter choice. There are roughly two types of parameters: those that influence the match of two residues in the alignment, and those that specify the penalty for introducing gaps into the alignment. For local alignments, high gap penalty parameters lead to locally contiguous segments of alignments and the logarithmic dependence of the total score on the sequence length 18 , while for low gap penalties the total alignment score depends linearly on the sequence length. An important link between these two parameter types is that the above linear-logarithm phase transition occurs for the scoring systems for which an expected global alignment score is negative 18 . A number of attempts have been made to understand the influence of the gap penalties on alignment, to design a biologically relevant parameter systems and detect biologically relevant alignments, for the cases when similarity of two sequence is apparent 19 . Vogt et al. 4 have demonstrated that the choice of gap penalties significantly alters the performance of the different sequence substitution matrices. However, they observed that after the proper optimization of parameters, there is a negligible difference between the recognition performance. Therefore, the Gonnet et al. 20 proposed matrix is used exclusively throughout the paper. Vogt et al also observed a noticeable difference between the performance of the global and local algorithm. A version of the alignment algorithm used in this paper, combines the local alignment threshold with the algorithmic incentive to increase overlap of the reference structure. One of the optimized parameters gradually introduces global features of the alignment.
The primary goal for the benchmark construction is an investigation of the limits of prediction performance for different variants of structure-enhanced sequence scores. However, the pair of benchmarks constructed in this work can be used not only for the optimization and assessment of the performance of single score based approaches but can establish a clear reference point for further algorithmic enhancements and allow the development of recognition strategies based on the multiple scores paradigm.
Methodology
SFOLD and SFAM benchmarks construction
Two benchmarks have been derived using the 1.37 version of the SCOP database 21 . For the purpose of benchmarks creation, all redundant structures corresponding to the same sequence have been removed, leaving total of 2175 different sequences with one representative structure. These sequences were further screened, and short sequence and those without a publicly available PDB 22 record were left out. For the SFAM level of the benchmark, a list of all pairs of sequences that belong to the same superfamily but to different families was created. There is a total of 19317 family pairs, while there are 456 designated pairs in the SFAM benchmark after one representative sequence have been chosen at random from each family. A collection of designated pairs within a superfamily will be included in the SFAM level benchmark. Note that the designation of sequence-structure pairs (rather than requiring a match of any family representative) makes this benchmark more difficult than in reality, mimicking a lack of family information in the fold library creation and therefore estimating a lower bound of the scoring system performance. Alternatively, identifying any matching sequence from a designated family may also be perceived as an (optimistic) measure of success, hence the corresponding true positive number is also reported. For the SFOLD level benchmark, sequence pairs that correspond to the same fold class (as defined by SCOP) and to different superfamilies were taken into account.
The total number of sequences used for both benchmarks is 695. While most of sequence will form both SFOLD and SFAM pairs, some of sequences can form pair only within a single layer of the benchmark. There are 11841 superfamily pairs within a SFOLD benchmark and there are 1176 fold pairs remaining after picking a representative for a family rather than constructing all possible matches. The granularity of SFAM and SFOLD benchmarks can be roughly characterized by the cardinality of SCOP family and superfamily clusters. Table 1 reports a cardinality of family and superfamily clusters for both benchmarks and training and testing subsets of both benchmarks. 
profile vs. sequence scoring function
The first type of scoring function tested corresponded closely to the function proposed by Fischer and Eisenberg 9 and implemented as SeqFold version 1.0 23 . In this function, the straightforward sequence similarity (measured by sequence similarity log-odds matrix) of the target (query) sequence to the set of reference structures is augmented by the per residue gain/penalty for secondary structure match/mismatch. Besides the relative weights of sequence and secondary structure contribution, scoring function parameters may include, e.g., deriving and scaling of secondary structure prediction confidence, sequence similarity balance, etc. In this work, only the secondary structure weight parameter has been allowed to vary during the training procedure. The standard measures of secondary structure prediction quality (e.g. Q3) do not correlate well with the fold prediction performance. Assigning secondary structure confidence was therefore, for the purpose of this work, avoided by using an actual secondary structure, rather than simulating prediction, in order to derive parameterization independent of the secondary structure prediction algorithm.
The new version of SeqFold 24 contains second type of sequence profiles based scoring function variants that are capable of matching target sequence with reference sequence profiles (seq-pro), target sequence profile with the reference sequences (pro-seq) and target sequence profile with reference sequences profiles (pro-pro). Two strategies of profile generation approaches using a PSI-BLAST 8 were tested: selective strategy and full (permissive) strategy. In selective strategy, a conservative e-value cutoff for sequence profile generation (10 -7 ) was used and no PSI-BLAST iterations were performed. This strategy guaranties that no false positives are included in the sequence profile, but many distantly related sequences are missing as well. For the full strategy, the default PSI-BLAST cutoff (10 -3 ) for profile inclusion and 3 iterations were performed, leading to the inclusion of many distantly related sequences but also many false positives. In this work, only the results of optimization using selective profiles are presented.
Parameters optimization
For all sequence structure scoring strategies, the Monte Carlo optimization of the fold recognition objective function has been performed in the parameter space. A few strategies of the objective function derivation have been tested. Throughout this work, the objective function is defined as the sum of all possible true positive hits for the SFAM and SFOLD benchmarks. Note the difference between the stricter benchmark definition of the true positive using designated pair and the more forgiving definition in the objective function. Since all possible true positives are counted during training, it may happen that the benchmark-designated pair may be omitted, even in case of clear hit from the different member of the same family. For different parameter combinations, an expected similarity score may oscillate around zero, switching between the linear and the logarithmic modes. The chosen true positives counting approach has been used to diminish the roughness of the optimized function and decrease the chaotic behavior near the logarithmic-linear transition point. The number of possible true positive hits in the SFAM benchmark is smaller than in the SFOLD benchmark, on the other hand the SFOLD benchmark ) pairs are, in principle, more difficult to identify. No attempt has been made to normalize those effects.
In each Monte Carlo iteration, for each sequence from the sequence-structure pair from the training set, a Seqfold run with the current iteration parameters has been performed. Then, all trivial true positives have been removed from the hit list (trivial true positives are defined as the same family hits in the SFAM benchmark and same superfamily hits in the SFOLD benchmark). All the remaining true positives (all hits before the first occurrence of the true negative) are counted and included in the objective function. The basic training set contained 85 sequencestructure pairs and has been hand picked to contain the following whole fold categories: four helix bundles (001-023), Armadillo repeats (001-084), long helices oligomers (001-097), immunoglobulins (002-001), cytokines (002-028), betapropellers (002-047), TIM-barrels (003-001), flavodoxin (003-013) and thioredoxin (003-033). Two whole SCOP classes (alpha and beta, and multi-domain) were not included in the training set to provide an additional memorization check. The complete list of sequences, family and superfamily pairs is available from the author upon request.
The alignments of the target sequence with the reference structure using the above defined scoring functions have been performed using version 2.0 of Seqfold 24 . There are three parameters that influence the sequence-structure alignment: a gap opening penalty, a gap extension penalty and a terminal gap penalty. In principle, it is possible to treat sequence and structure gaps separately. However, in this work, gap parameters for sequence and structure have been symmetrized to decrease the number of free parameters and effects of memorization. Also, the sequence terminal gap penalty has been kept zero at all time. Therefore, there was total of four modified parameters in the objective function: common gap open and gap extension penalties, terminal structure gap penalty and the weight of the secondary structure penalty.
Results
The outline of the Monte Carlo optimization strategy included an initial survey of the parameter space performed with a small subset of the training set. Then, a set of five starting points was chosen randomly and then the whole training set was used to perform five independent scans consisting of around 300 iterations. The majority of optimal solutions of all optimization runs did form a rough cluster in the common gaps slice of the parameter space, see Fig. 1 . The notable exception is a profile to profile scoring function that exhibits two distinctive basins of suboptimal parameters.
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The optimal set of parameters has been chosen for each scoring function, see Table 2 , corresponding to the maximum of the objective function and, if degenerated, to the highest number of SFOLD benchmark true positives. Additionally, a representative set of parameters for the suboptimal region of profileprofile scoring function and an unoptimized set of original sequence-sequence scoring parameters has been used to establish a reference point and evaluate the performance of the whole benchmark. The results for the SFOLD and the SFAM benchmark for optimal sets of parameters are reported in Table 3 . Both distinctive (matchin of the distinctive pair only) and permissive (matching of the distinctive family) variants of counting of benchmark true positives are reported. Besides a number of true positives (target of the objective function optimization) false close results are reported. False close hits are defined as correct hits with less that 20 rank proceeded by at least one true negative hit. The rationale behind counting false close hits is that the high number of false close solutions is essential for a performance of post-processing of results that rely on using a posteriori alignments features. The number of false close solutions was not included in the objective function. Perhaps the most striking results of the performed optimizations is that in all cases the false close hits number did increase. In distinctive pairs case, false close count increase is roughly proportional to the number of true positive hits in both benchmarks. It is also apparent from the Table 3 that the unoptimized set of parameters for sequence-sequence scoring performs fairly poorly, when compared to all other optimized scoring functions. Since the training set was composed excluding two SCOP classes: alpha and beta and multidomain, it is possible to treat the subset of SFOLD and SFAM benchmarks as a separate test benchmark. There are 208 sequences in this benchmark and 658 of distinctive superfamily pairs in the SFOLD part of the test benchmark and 194 family pairs in the SFAM part of the test benchmark. The fold library used still contains the whole set of SCOP sequences, therefore the relative number of true negatives is larger for the test benchmark than for the complete benchmark. The results with optimized parameters for test subset of both benchmarks are presented in Table 4 . Fig. 1 . Clustering of the best (filled symbols) and suboptimal solutions (open symbols) for all scoring functions: seq-seq (triangle up), seq-pro (square), pro-seq (circle) and pro-pro (diamond).
With the exception of the sequence to profile scoring strategy, there is a significant improvement in the performance of the test benchmark. Overall, the increase in the test set performance is well correlated with the training set performance, even though both sets consists of completely different classes of protein folds. Therefore, possible memorization effects of the training set are less likely.
Both SFOLD and SFAM benchmark are fairly difficult for all sequencestructure scoring strategies, therefore, the question of mutual consistency of different scoring strategies arises. In Table 5 , overlaps of the true positive pairs identified for optimal set of parameters for different scoring strategies are reported. It is apparent that sequence-sequence and profile-sequence pair overlap is relatively high, as well as sequence-profile and profile-profile overlap leading to the conclusion that the quality of the reference fold library definition distinguishes methods to a larger extent than the definition of the target sequence. Still, the overlap of any two methods rarely exceeds 50% and that leads to the conclusion that there is no apparent optimal strategy in the twilight zone limit. A lack of significant overlap between alternative scoring strategies suggests also that certain fold pair combinations are more amenable for certain scoring system than for others. This may explain an apparent lack of performance increase reported by Hargbo and Elofsson 14 upon inclusion of family information in the scoring function. Similarly, in a recent CASP3 experiment for fold recognition targets, we used exclusively seq-seq scoring function and noted a significant difference between performance for fold and superfamily targets 15 . Further extensions of theoretical limits of recognition performance were explored by an attempt to optimize parameters within an extended SCOP fold class. We tested immunoglobulin, TIM barrels and ferrodoxin fold classes consisting of many distant superfamilies and families. Parameters optimization within a single fold, led to an apparent significant increase of recognition performance (in some cases double). However, fold derived parameters are significantly different from the parameters derived using a more diverse training set. Although fold derived parameters are of little use in practice, the above results demonstrate that the training set derived parameters are optimal only when we lack a priori knowledge about the protein sequence.
Conclusions
Two fold recognition benchmarks with varied degrees of difficulty were created. An extensive optimization of different scoring systems for distant protein fold recognition based on the two benchmarks has been performed. Optimal parameters for each scoring strategy have been derived and validated using large and diverse training and test subsets of derived SFOLD and SFAM benchmarks. New parameters not only increase significantly the performance of single score based methods (increased number of true positives) but are suitable for the derivation of an automated multiple, a posteriori scores based method. Note, however, that since the actual rather that predicted secondary structure was used, the results presents an upper limit of secondary structure based prediction performance. Also, no attempt was made to assess quality of resulting alignments.
For optimal parameter choice, there is little consistency between different scoring systems. Alignment parameters are not universal and have to be derived for each strategy independently. Additionally, every set of derived parameters can be significantly improved for use within a superfamily or fold class. This leads to an important question, rather than a conclusion: How can the results obtained for two different scoring systems or parameter choices be compared if consistency is not to be expected.
A significant difference between distinctive and permissive counting demonstrated that the redundant fold library should be used to increase the odds of identification of distantly related folds. Also, it suggests that strategies based on intermediate sequences are particularly suitable for distant fold recognition.
